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It seems you can’t go a week these days without hearing of another
hack, and the impact is noticeable. People are more concerned than
ever about identity theft and bankcard fraud – and they have every
right to be. This puts the onus directly on financial services
institutions to secure their customer data.
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According to the Unisys Security Index™, security concerns
regarding identity theft and bankcard fraud top the list worldwide –
outpacing even national security issues such as war and terrorism.
So, what are financial services institutions to do?
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It is essential that data be protected and secured at each step of its
journey. For this reason, any single component of security by itself is
likely to be ineffective. Rather, a security framework must be built
from multiple components that combine to produce a comprehensive
security strategy built around three critical components:
authentication, containment, and analytics.
Authentication cannot be taken lightly, since this is where consumers
are most vulnerable. Hackers may have some piece of a person’s
information – bought off the dark web, obtained through phishing or
vishing, or stolen during a breach – and attempt a transaction on the
person’s account. Banks are at a disadvantage since transactions
can usually be carried out virtually; physical presence at a branch is
required less and less frequently as omnichannel banking improves.
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The challenge, then, becomes a matter of ensuring that the right person is accessing the right account
with the right level of security based on the type of transaction. For example, if a consumer is simply
checking his balance, that might require just a thin layer of authentication – perhaps username and
password. However, if a consumer is transferring $250,000 to an account outside the bank, that should
require a heavier level of authentication. This is where multi-factor authentication techniques, including
biometric technologies, enter the picture. Banks are beginning to leverage all types of biometrics, from
fingerprint recognition to voice recognition to facial recognition and, in some cases, even iris recognition.
Yet security can never be addressed in a vacuum – it must always be weighed against the customer
experience. A very secure system that puts frustrating obstacles and roadblocks in a user’s way may
indeed protect personal data, but the consumer may choose to go to a competitor anyway because it
isn’t convenient or pleasant to complete transactions online. Therefore, you must keep a customercentric view in place and constantly ask and answer the question “How do we create even more security
without compromising the customer experience?”
Due to daily technological advancements, hackers are constantly finding new ways over, under, and
through security protections to get into financial institutions. You must assume your organization will, in
all likelihood, be compromised at some point in time. Consequently, containment and mitigation must
play a role in your security strategy.
What you don’t want is for hackers to have free access to absolutely everything once they are in the
door. You want to isolate them instantly. Think of your core platform as a grocery store: if a burglar gets
in, you want to be able to confine him to the bread aisle.
A comprehensive security strategy, therefore, should contain the ability to:
Restrict lateral data access from unauthorized traffic so that a hacker cannot use a loophole in a
non-sensitive area of the system to access sensitive areas of the system
Cloak personal and transactional information even to a hacker who has breached the system
Conceal endpoints so that they are undetectable to unauthorized parties inside or outside the
system
Encrypt sensitive data in motion to protect it from potential compromise
Microsegmentation is a breakout technology that does all of the above. Moreover, microsegmentation
facilitates the management of security across an entire network, helping banks avoid the common
problems caused by system siloes.
The third essential component of a security strategy is leveraging advanced analytics to anticipate,
identify, and counter risk in real time. Predictive analytics tools with built-in artificial intelligence and
machine learning technologies allow banks and financial institutions to improve real-time detection of
fraud, reduce overhead, and most importantly avoid unnecessarily inconveniencing your customers.
Predictive analytics recognizes that consumer accounts and card numbers will be compromised but
empowers you to act swiftly to minimize any impact. Considering it can easily cost millions of dollars in
mitigation costs and reputational damage if a breach goes undetected for any length of time, such realtime fraud detection is absolutely critical.
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Based on the Unisys Security Index, the majority of your customers are seriously worried about identity
theft and card fraud. And at the end of the day, security is a financial institution’s license to trade; a data
compromise causes consumers to lose their trust and turn to the competition. It is for this reason that a
proactive and preventive security strategy can go a long way to keeping your customers’ data secure
without making their banking a hassle.
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